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About This Content

Experience the responsibility of a ferry captain as you take the rudder of different ferry types on some of the most popular
routes in the world in this add-on pack for Ship Simulator Extremes. Whether it carries cars & cargo in its belly across the

channel or is used as a municipal public transportation service, going on the ferry is always a bit of an adventure!

Many of the world's capital cities have local ferry services, providing an indispensable and affordable link for its residents. The
Ferry Pack brings 5 new ferries, a brand new player campaign with 10 missions and new ferry specific gameplay features to

Ship Simulator Extremes, adding many hours of gameplay for all virtual captains!

Key Features

5 new Ferry types (Fast, Channel, River, etc.) available in Campaign, Free Roam and Multiplayer mode.
Ferry specific gameplay: Ferry ramp & door opening for loading/unloading, Directional switch for two-ender ferries,
etc.
New Ferry campaign featuring 10 missions all over the world
Ferry mission functionality added to the Mission Editor, allowing for creation and sharing of Ferry specific missions
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A simple yet engaging dynasty simulator, aka Royal Breeding Programme Simulator.. Update: The game plays a hundred times
smoother now after not playing it for a while. It is really nice. I was really impressed how much smoother everything feels.

You can play the game with a mouse and keyboard and it's so fun. The passing game is unlike anything I've ever played and the
running game is reminiscent of Tecmo but better, The teams are really cool and creatively named. I have been having alot of fun
playing this game and i can see myself playing it for a very long time. The only thing i was kinda looking for was the ability to
pump fake when passing but after playing a couple games I feel that the game is still super fun without pump faking, You can
scramble, juke effectively, and dive.. Honestly, the worst Shadowrun video game I've played, I tried to like it, but its just... sad.
I've played and loved every other Shadowrun game that has come out, other than this.. Problems with the game engine.

Negatives:
(1) improbable rolls, e.g. I have 19 armies in Alaska and am attacked by the computer using 4 armies . . . and it wins Alaska; (2)
bizarre strategies on the engine's part (far too weighted to the offensive);
(3) every game seems the same regardless of number of players;
. Pretty, challenging, unforgiving. I think it's well worth the price.. This is such a fum game but if unity sees this, I'm just
recommending you add more types of gems in gen mode and you should look at incredibox for inspiration ������. A blast of love
from a soothing world !. lot of fun with a challange
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Best JRPG I ever played, always a huge fan of this game from my childhood, but didn't like console, never bought one, now
finally to have it on PC make me so happy, but despite how happy I am to have it on PC it also makes me sad as well that 9
years back they able to create such master piece, where are all those game directors and developers gone, why do we left with
those cheap and unfinished games of ubisoft floating around at price tag of 30 - 90 $ which in past didn't even have worth of 10
- 20 $, it seems at that time we are leaving in future and now we downgraded and these new game are even bad at optimization,
that's why they ran so heavy on even some high end machines and young kids think that these so called AAA game have
something special that's why they are heavy.

Sorry for being out of topic, but when I explore my whole library, the best titles which I found is from 2005 - 2015, after that all
is piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This was a great return to the original style of the games that made Tex
Murphy great. The engine is much more fluid and interactive but, beyond the mechanics of the game, the story is where the real
charm is. Finally we get a answer to what happened to Tex and Chelsee.

I'm Looking forward to the Poisoned Pawn :). Simple and fun! Feels great to make a blocker save and watch the puck deflect
off into the corner. Addicting to try and beat your best score again and again.

One thing though is when I try to swipe a stopped puck out of my crease it always goes backward into the net.

But really, tons of fun and thanks for making it.. Lost an hour and a half forever, for nothing.. I 've bought every DCS WWII
campaign, and this is another campaign with very bad VR optimization. The frame rate is so bad even with lowest graphic
settings. 2080Ti does not help. I just don't understand why developer said 'DCS support VR beautifully' in its advertising video.
Is this a joke.... horrifically bad game it will NOT be what you expected, guarenteed!. Risking premature judgement, I'll say
after only 20 minutes of playing that this game is bloody awesome. It's a tough puzzle platformer, taking the player back to the
times when it wasn't a crime if you had to practice a scene before completing it.
The visuals and the music are OK, but in a game like this, the controls are everything. Now, I'm the guy who
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es about controls in four out of five platformer reviews, but I can't find any flaw with these
ones - they're snappy, consistent and well designed. Also, I see people complaining about the lack of ability to change controls -
you can't change them in-game, but you can do that on the Unity launch screen, just select the 'input' tab.

All in all, Eron is a tough and brilliant game, and I applaud its creators. It's no casual game, so it's definitely not for everyone,
but I can recommend it to anyone who likes a challenge and doesn't mind his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665whipped
every once on a while :)

Update: I got to the last level, and my initial impression fully holds. This game is a gem.. Poor platforming, poor conveyance
and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on standby.. ce jeu est genial
THIS GAME IS LEGEN...wait for it...DARY,LEGENDARY. A decent game when you manage to get past the clunky and over
complicated lobby. It features a Starcraft feel with very sharp looking maps and decent gameplay.

Good graphics and interesting buildings/units can be created, making it daunting to someone new to the RTS genre. It is very
unforgiving to even veteran players, and I would recommend playing with a friend in custom games to figure out what your
doing, or you will be quickly destroyed.

When you begin the game, you choose a location on one side of the map, depending on where you start and quickly need to
build as a large amount of people love to rush and end the game quickly. When the game tends to last longer, if you happen to
win a decent victory, a lot of people choose to leave early as its just easier to hop into a new game, where you have a fair chance
at winning.

I personally do not like the lobby system and how confusing it is to learn, I am probably just used to WC3/SC's easy to use
matchmaking systems, so take a shot at it, try and learn how to find a game and enjoy yourselfs, its free, so you can't lose by
trying it out.

Personal Rating: 1.5/5
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